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In memory of our colleague and friend Maik Korolczuk 
Dear Colleagues and Friends , 
I have dedicated Maik this Airport that he as a crew member of the German Wings flight 9525 was so absurd 
killed. My sincere condolences to the families of all the victims . 
If you want to commemorate to Maik virtual, you can go to Gate 1 in EDAZ on Tower height. There, 
I've attached an inscription. 

 

 

 



English 

This airfield is completely created natively for Prepar3D v2 . A version for FSX is currently not 
scheduled  

General 

The Airport Schoenhagen is one of the most important airfields in Germany and is the largest in East 
Germany. 
Here you will find the full range of general aviation. The airfield is expanded optimal for Business 
Aviation and includes the private and leisure flying an attractive base.  In the aircraft category up to 
twelve tons MTOM  Schoenhagen developed to the  MAIN relief airfield for the capital's new Berlin 
Brandenburg Airport ( BER ). Currently 34 companies and five clubs are located directly on the airfield  
39 companies based in Berlin and Brandenburg have stationed their aircrafts in Schoenhagen and 
start from there its flight operations.  170 aircrafts are currently accommodated in the hangars of 
Schoenhagen. 
. 

 

Features: 

• High-resolution georeferenced and handcoloured Aerial view of the airfield 

• Replica of the original mesh of the Airport with visitors hill 

• Aerial image for five seasons switching automatically. All adapted to FTX Global in each 
season. 

• Manual switching of vegetation in Winter 

•  New 3D models for the lights of the taxiways and runway 

• AI Traffic in the base leg by an " airport in the airport" model 

•  Recessed Lights green taxi in the center line of the taxiways 

•   FS Info desk  - The automatic information system of Simmershome 

•  Detailed original replica of the airfield buildings 

• 3D grass, animated windsocks , tire tracks on the taxiways , static aircraft, etc. 

•  GSX compatible 

•  Custom AI Verkehr  

• Fully compatible with all ORBX products, but also UTX , VFR Germany or other 

 

 

 



Installation 

The scenery has no installer. Extract the zip file to a directory of your choice. It will not overwrite the 
original files in P3D. 
 

•  Copy the effects in the effects folder of P3Dv2 

• Copy the sound files in the sound folder of P3Dv2 

• Copy the Simobjects in the Simobject folder , or your AI Simobject folder ( If using AI traffic 
add-ons such as WOAI , MT , etc) 

• Copy the folder " EDAZ Schoenhagen " in the Addon Scenery folder 

If no GSX of " fsdreamteam " is installed, the GSX files need not be copied to the root directory of 
the P3D. 
 
The AI aircraft can alternatively be freely installed in the simobjects.cfg registered in the directory. 
 
The main directory of the addons contains two other directories called " Standard" and " Winter" . 
Installed by default is the"standard" version with all features. The Winter season for the aerial image 
is switched automaticly but not for the vegetation and trees. You need to copy the content of the 
directory “Winter” into the main scenery and texture directory of “EDAZ Schoenhagen” and 
overwrite the existing files. 

The original state can be recovered by overwriting the „Winter“ files with the content of the 
„Standard“ files 

After starting the P3Dv2 you need to register the scenery “EDAZ Schoenhagen” in your scenery 
library. If you use the scenery “VFR Germany” make sure that the priority of EDAZ is higher than 
Aerosoft AFD. 

 

Deinstallation 

Delete the entry in the scenery library and then the addon directory and the AI aircraft under 
 "SimObjects \ Airplanes" or where they were installed. The effects of the addon may also be deleted. 
 
 
Performance and settings 

a) VAS assessment 
 
This airfield is NOT undemanding, but with the right settings still with good performance. 
This place was built for Friends of the GA and VFR flying . It is not intended for Airliner , even if they 
could make an emergency landing there. 

A Simulator -related feature of the Airport is that in addition to EDAZ also EDDB , EDDT and EDDP are 
loaded automatically. This affects not EDAZ as such but the memory itself but however, the VAS 
usage. 



It is recommended for VFR sightseeing flights over Berlin starting in EDAZ to switch off the BER 
Airport from Aerosoft if installed. Berlin Tegel has no relevant impact.  

 

During the Beta Tests an extensive VAS assessment was performed and identified the following 
usages : 

• EDAZ -  420 MB 
• BER  - 650 MB plus xxx MB every overflight  
• EDDT – 520 MB  
• Real Air T-Duke - 380 MB 
• Carenado B1900D 390 MB 
• A2A 172 290 MB 

 

Measured after reboot under the same conditions and settings 
 

The Airport was tested with all Addons of A2A, Carenado, Real Air, as well the  Feelthere Phenom 
und Majestic Dash 8 and different helicopters.  

With these observations and the following settings even a hours lasting flight in the Berlin area from 
and to EDAZ no problems with the VAS usage or an OOM occurred. 

There is no problem with the frame rate  

It highly recommended to use the following parameter 
 

[Terrain] 
UseGlobalTerrainView=True 

 

This parameter in the P3D.cfg is set to false by default. 

Background: 

As standard for the camera views all multiple views ar loaded into the memory. 

User of 1 monitor or surround setup do not need this. 

 

 

 

 

 



b)Recommended settings for Nvidia graphic boards 7xx  - 9xx or equal AMD boards for flights in the 
Berlin area with ORBX Addons 

Graphics 

 

TexturerResolution 2048 is possible but not neccessary. Aniso each value possible. 
Alternative related to the bandwith speed of the graphic board frame rate to 30 and  vsync ON. 
 
Scenery 

 . 



Lighting 

 

Weather 

 

 

 

 



Traffic 

The AI traffic in EDAZ is staggered to 5% all GA flights and at 15% the IFR flights are visible 

I´m using WOAI with the setting of 17% and the Berlin area is well populated and no impact to the 
performance. 

NV – Inspector 

Prepar3D with DX11 does not know Supersampling. It is very important to use the same settings in 
the NV inspector AND ingame as well that means ie. 2x /2x , 4x/4x, or 8x/8x. People who know better 
may use their settings but unpredictable things can occur and may stutter or bad visuals may 
happen. 

 

4x SGSS is recommended for graphic boards with 384 Bit lanes  

Please note:  

These settings are recommendations only as each individual system may differ and therefore it is 
important that each individual may find his own settings. 
 



Settings for low end graphic boards such as minimal GTX 470 

This scenery (inclusive all Berlin tests) was tested with VFR Germany and a  GTX 470. 

Graphics 

 

Scenery 

 

 

 



Lighting 

 

Weather 

 

 

 



Traffic 

 

NV Inspektor 

 



Please note:  

These settings are recommendations only as each individual system may differ and therefore it is 
important that each individual may find his own settings. 
 

Recommendation fort he Prepar3D.cfg 

It is recommended to use the following entries into the Prepar3D.cfg: 

[Terrain] 
UseGlobalTerrainView=True 

[Display] 
TEXTURE_BANDWITH_MULT=1800 

or alternativly 

[Sim] 

OPTIMIZE_PARTS=1 

 

Approach EDAZ Schoenhagen 

Who wants to approach Schoenhagen in a realistic manner can expect an interesting and even 
challenging Approach. 

North of the Airport is Berlin located and its Control Zone C reaching and overlapping EDAZ 

Control zone- C starts at 2500Ft. 

Of course you could ask the ATC for a clearance to pass through the Control zone, but maybe you do 
not want it or you want to leave the busy ATC Controllers alone. 

The Airport is located in a populated area which should be avoided to be overflown. In the 
north/west there is a Bird sanctuary which has to be overflown at least at 2000ft. 

It is important to pay attention to these restrictions. 

At this point of time a direct Approach to the Aiport is not allowed and you have to enter the Traffic 
pattern first. 

The intersection into or out of the Departure/Approach of RWY 25/07 is south of Traffic pattern 

As the pattern altitude is 1000ft you need to adjust your Approach carefully not to enter the 
restricted areas. 

As faster the Aircraft is as more you have to pay attention to your calculation but do not worry to 
much as the Aiport is very popular, you can handle this. 

 



With a little planning , prudence and foresight and a view at the approach charts you can approach 
this Airport. 

Especially the Approach to RWY 25 is exiting as you are flying downhill a sloped terrain and the trees 
are coming pretty close. 

The traffic pattern as such is easy to navigate as remarkable landmarks making your life easy. There is 
ie in the downwind position a little lake close to the village Wiesenhagen and also the river Nuthe 
with its sloped vegetation where, after passing it, turning base. At this moment you see the small 
village Kliestow and a forrest just in front of you. 

Here the Approach chart (for flight simulation only!) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FS Info desk 

The Airport is covered with a new invented electronic system by me. This gives you the possibility to 
gather information about Schoenhagen. 

In EDAZ are eight info desks and it is easy to trigger them. You just need to get within a distance of 
6m to the desk and the infos are triggered, you just need to listen to the voice. 

Remark: You need to adjust your Windows system speaker to almost full volume 

 

There are different info desks at the Airport, so just enjoy it! 

Thanksgiving 

My thanks are going to all the helpers to build this scenery and to the tireless Beta testers. 

Special thank goes to Holger (Holi) for all the original images and videos he made. Without them it 
would not have been possible to get all the buildings and textures as close to original. He did the AI 
traffic as well. 

Furthermore my special thanks goes to Marcus Füchtenschnieder, who provided all the information 
about the Approach and he did the tests with VFR Germany with his low end  GTX 470. 

Finally my thanks are going to Jörg Dannenberg who gave the permission to use his animated 
windsocks and his fire truck. 

 

 

 

 



Donations 

This Addon may be used free of charge but donations to keep my webpage simmershome.de and 
further development of freeware sceneries are welcome! 

 

Copyright 

All rights of this scenery are property of Rainer Kunst, www.simmershome.de. 

The scenery may be used free of charge, which only means you can use it free of charge. 

It is prohibited to up- or download this scenery to other webpages or de- or recompile the scenery. 

It is prohibited to use the 3D models of the buildings without permission of the author 

In the scenery other objects were used such as freeware libraries like Runway12, EZ-Library, CeyX 
and KH.  

Their terms of usage are valid. 

The use of this scenery is at your own risk and the author gives no warranty for any damage to the 
function of your simulator. 

There is no right for support. 

 

Rainer Kunst 

www.simmershome.de 

info@simmershome.de 

 

 

http://www.simmershome.de/
mailto:info@simmershome.de

